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Abstract—Over the years, the Internet has been enriched with
new available communication technologies, for both fixed and
mobile networks and devices, exhibiting an impressive growth in
terms of performance, with steadily increasing available data
rates. The Internet research community has kept trying to
evolve the transport layer protocols to match the capabilities
of modern networks, in order to fully reap the benefits of the
new communication technologies. This paper surveys the main
novelties related to transport protocols that have been recently
proposed, identifying three main research trends: (i) the evolution
of congestion control algorithms, to target optimal performance
in challenging scenarios, possibly with the application of machine
learning techniques; (ii) the proposal of brand new transport
protocols, alternative to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
and implemented in the user-space; and (iii) the introduction of
multipath capabilities at the transport layer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The communication technologies that provide access and
backhaul connectivity to the Internet have dramatically
changed since the 1980s, when the protocols that are part
of today’s TCP/IP stack were first introduced [1]–[3]. Traffic
generated on mobile devices is expected to exceed desktop
and server traffic by 2021 [4]. New communication standards
are being proposed and launched to market every few years.
Driven by the increase in web and multimedia traffic demand,
mobile and fixed networks are rapidly evolving. 3GPP NR [5],
[6] will bring ultra-high data rates with low latency to future
5G devices, and, similarly, the IEEE 802.11 standard will tar-
get ultra-dense deployments [7] and multi-gigabit-per-second
throughput [8]. Modern devices are capable of connecting to
heterogeneous networks [9], and fixed networks are using new
optical technologies and Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
for unprecedented rates and low latency [10].
The increasing capabilities of the network make new kinds
of applications possible; the exponential growth of multimedia
or real-time traffic [4] would have been impossible without the
recent technological advances. As networks progress towards
5G, new kinds of applications, such as Augmented Reality
(AR)1 and Virtual Reality (VR) or autonomous cooperative
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driving, are going to require more from the network and im-
pose ever more stringent Quality of Service (QoS) constraints.
This, along with the increasing heterogeneity of the network,
makes the role of transport protocols more important, and,
at the same time, more challenging. Indeed, the end-to-end
performance and the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the users
largely depend on the interaction among the applications, the
transport layer and the underlying network [11]. In particular,
the transport layer, which is responsible for the management
of the end-to-end connection over any number of network
hops, has to adapt and evolve in order to let users fully benefit
from the aforementioned innovations. However, a number of
factors prevent new solutions at the transport layer from being
widely adopted, and, in recent years, the research community
has been forced to cope with these limitations and identify
innovative solutions in order to have significant effects on
Internet performance.
In particular, the deployment of alternative transport pro-
tocols, such as the Stream Control Transmission Protocol
(SCTP) [12], is slowed down by the widespread use of mid-
dleboxes [13], [14], which often drop packets from protocols
which are different from the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) and/or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [15]. More-
over, the socket Application Programming Interface (API)
(offered by the Operating System kernel and supported by
TCP/UDP) is almost universally used [16], thus limiting the
interfacing options between application and transport layers to
what the API supports. Finally, the most widespread Operating
Systems implement the transport functionalities (i.e., TCP and
UDP) in the kernel, making the deployment of new solutions
difficult. These elements define what is called transport layer
ossification [16], a phenomenon which has pushed developers
and researchers to only use legacy TCP (for reliable traffic
and congestion control), even though it may not be the best
performing protocol for the desired use case. TCP has indeed
some performance issues in specific scenarios, e.g., on wireless
links with high variability [17], [18], Head of Line (HoL)
blocking with web traffic [19], and bufferbloat [20].
This survey focuses on three directions in transport layer
research (i.e., new transport protocols, congestion control in-
novations and multipath approaches) that have emerged in the
last fifteen years to solve the aforementioned problems. New
congestion protocols have been proposed to target low latency
and full bandwidth utilization [21], [22]. Novel transport
protocols have been discussed by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), with technical novelties such as multipath
capabilities, to exploit the multiple interfaces available in
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2modern smartphones, computers and servers, and user space
implementations, to overcome the ossification that prevents
a widespread adoption of novel algorithms at the transport
layer. Therefore, in this survey, we first review the main new
transport protocols that have been proposed or standardized by
the IETF since 2006: we provide a brief overview on SCTP
and Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [23], and
then delve into a more recent contribution, i.e., the Quick
UDP Internet Connections (QUIC) [24] protocol. Then, we
review the research on congestion control. We describe both
new mechanisms using classic approaches, e.g., Bottleneck
Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation time (BBR) and Low
Latency (LoLa) for TCP, and some novel proposals for using
machine learning techniques for congestion control. Finally,
the third trend we discuss in this survey is related to the
adoption of multipath solutions at the transport layer, mainly
with Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [25], [26], but also with
multipath extensions for SCTP [27], QUIC [28], [29], and
with the Latency-controlled End-to-End Aggregation Protocol
(LEAP) [30].
Our goal in this survey is to offer the interested reader a
comprehensive point of view on the up-to-date research on
transport protocols, which is lacking in other recent surveys
that separately focus on ossification [16], multipath transmis-
sions [31], or congestion control schemes for MPTCP [32] or
in data centers [33].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the main issues and limitations of trans-
port protocols in modern networks. Then, in Sec. III, we
describe three recently proposed transport protocols, focus-
ing in particular on QUIC. In Sec. IV we report the lat-
est proposals in terms of congestion control algorithms for
TCP and other transport protocols, classifying them as loss-
, delay- or capacity-based. We also discuss hybrid mech-
anisms, machine-learning-based algorithms and cross-layer
approaches. In Sec. V we investigate the different approaches
to multipath transport protocols recently proposed. Finally,
Sec. VI concludes the paper and summarizes the main future
research directions. A comprehensive list of acronyms is also
provided at the end of the paper.
II. TRANSPORT LAYER LIMITATIONS IN MODERN
NETWORKS
As mentioned in Sec. I, transport layer protocols have an
end-to-end view of the connection: they do not consider each
individual hop, but only a single logical link between the
two endpoints. For this reason, the most important link in the
connection is the slowest one, that is the so-called bottleneck.
The service provided by TCP, the de facto standard transport
protocol of the modern Internet, can then be roughly modeled
as a single pipe with the capacity of the bottleneck link and a
certain Round Trip Time (RTT), i.e., the time from the instant
the sender transmits a packet to the instant it receives the
corresponding acknowledgment.
However, the particular features of the individual links and
the behavior of lower layers do influence TCP’s behavior,
as well as that of other transport protocols: several proper-
ties of the links composing the end-to-end connection (e.g.,
latency, packet loss, buffer state and size, and volatility of
the capacity) can affect the transport layer performance [34].
In order to overcome this problem, more and more complex
congestion control mechanisms have been proposed, going far
beyond the original simple Additive Increase Multiplicative
Decrease (AIMD) principle. We will describe the main design
philosophies in greater detail in Sec. IV. In fact, researchers are
questioning TCP’s extensive use as a one-size-fits-all solution,
because all these factors can cause performance issues that are
becoming more and more apparent. Some of these issues are
fundamental problems of the transport layer abstraction, while
others depend on the specific features of the protocol and can
be avoided by designing the protocol correctly. This section
provides a short review of some of the most important issues,
while the rest of the paper is dedicated to the discussion of
the several solutions that have been proposed to address these
challenges.
A. Bufferbloat
As we will discuss in depth in Sec. IV, congestion control
mechanisms exploit an abstract view of the underlying network
to tune the amount of data to be sent. As shown in [20],
however, this abstraction in some instances fails to provide
accurate information on the links connecting the two hosts
and leads to degraded performance. In particular, when large
buffers are deployed before a bottleneck in order to prevent
packet losses, then loss-based TCP probing mechanisms in-
crease the queue occupancy, thus causing a spike in latency.
Moreover, since the currently implemented versions of TCP
will keep increasing the sending rate until the first packet
loss, they will often overshoot the capacity of the channel,
increasing congestion and causing multiple retransmissions
when the queue is eventually filled. Other protocols such as
QUIC, SCTP, and DCCP face the same issue, since it is a
fundamental problem of congestion control with large buffers
and not a protocol-specific problem.
This phenomenon, known as bufferbloat, degrades the QoS
of applications, in particular when video or file transfer flows
share the buffer with web browsing flows, and it has worsened
in recent years mainly due to loss-preventing design strategies
that place large buffers in front of low capacity access links
(either wired or wireless) [35].
The research in this area aims at solving this issue with local
Active Queue Management (AQM) techniques or end-to-end
flow and congestion control for transport protocols.
The problem, while not being hard to detect, is hard to
solve without a significant overhead cost [36]. The congestion
control protocols at the endpoints might also be different,
making AQM more complex; this information is often not
even available to routers, which might not be able to predict the
consequences of discarding a packet on congestion, making the
algorithms extremely complex and sensitive to the parameter
settings.
AQM is not a recent idea: numerous techniques were
proposed, such as Random Early Dropping (RED), and we
refer the reader to the extensive literature cited in [36], [37]
for further information on this subject. Despite these many
3proposals, they have encountered limited adoption, partly due
to the above-mentioned issue of parameter tuning and the
computational cost of the algorithms [35]. More recently, new
and easier ways to tune and deploy AQM schemes, such
as Controlled Delay Management (CoDel) [38], have been
adopted in several commercial products. CoDel is an AQM
algorithm that limits the buffering latency by monitoring the
queueing delay D in an interval (typically of 100 ms) and
dropping packets when the minimum value of D is larger
than 5 ms. Nonetheless, as we will discuss in Sec. II-D, the
bufferbloat issue remains relevant in the wireless domain (e.g.,
at mmWave frequencies [18]).
B. The Incast issue
Data centers are restricted areas containing servers and sys-
tems monitoring server’s activity, web traffic and performance.
The data exchange between servers generally relies on APIs
based on the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), making
TCP a widely used transport protocol in data centers. Some
activities, such as virtual machine migrations, also generate a
high volume of traffic between servers. Therefore, the links in
a data center generally have high bandwidth and low latency
and delay, while switches have small buffers [39], contrary
to what usually happens in access links, as mentioned in the
previous section.
Cloud computing frameworks are also widely deployed
in large data centers and generate very high traffic loads.
For example, MapReduce (which uses a partition/aggregation
design pattern) [40] or PageRank (used for web search) [41]
often involve many-to-one traffic patterns, where multiple
workers send data simultaneously to a single aggregator node,
as shown in Fig. 1. In this many-to-one scenario, if all the
multiple incast flows go through a single switch, its buffer
might be insufficient, leading to congestion. The TCP loss
recovery mechanism will then become less efficient, triggering
multiple timeouts and causing throughput collapse and long
delays [42].
Many attempts have been made to analyze and solve
this problem, called the Incast issue, that degrades network
performance and user experience [43]. Detailed throughput
estimation analysis can be found in [42] and [44]. Solutions
may be classified into four categories, as mentioned in [42]:
(i) system parameters adjustments, like disabling slow start
to avoid massive and sudden buffer overflows that cause
retransmission timeout; (ii) enhanced in-network and client-
side algorithm design, to reduce waste of bandwidth, minimize
retransmission timeouts and the number of packet losses,
and to improve the quick recovery of lost packets [39]; (iii)
replacement of loss-based congestion control algorithms with
better implementations that adjust the congestion window size
according to the delay measured from RTTs, like Vegas; and
(iv) design of completely new algorithms for this particular
environment, like Data Center TCP (DCTCP) [45], that uses
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to provide window-
based control methods, or IATCP [46], a rate-based approach
that counts the total number of packets injected to constantly
meet the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) of the network [42].
Figure 1: A typical scenario in which the TCP Incast problem
arises.
Additional information regarding the transport protocol control
in data centers can be found in [47].
C. Latency and Head of Line Blocking
HoL is a phenomenon that happens when two or more
independent data flows share the same TCP connection, as
for example with web traffic over TCP: since this transport
protocol interprets the data it receives as a single continuous
stream of bytes, and it requires in-order delivery, one missing
packet delays all subsequent packets for any other flows,
causing significant delays. HoL is a well-known problem of
any protocol that requires in-order delivery, and the obvious
solution of opening one connection for every data flow suffers
from significant overhead in connection setup and error recov-
ery. Moreover, with this option, the congestion control is less
stable, since each connection performs it independently [19].
Web traffic is a textbook example of the HoL problem:
usually, web pages contain several objects, such as text,
images, media and third-party scripts; when a client requests a
page to the server, each of these objects is downloaded with a
single HTTP GET request, but they do not need to be displayed
at the same time. HTTP/1.1 did not allow multiplexing, so
the client was forced to open one TCP connection for every
object, with the issues described above. Version 2 of the
protocol, introduced in 2015 as RFC 7540 [56], was supposed
to solve this issue by using a single TCP connection to handle
all the requests, with significant page load time reductions.
However, this advantage is nullified by HoL in lossy networks:
given that all the packets for multiple HTTP 2.0 streams are
multiplexed over the same TCP connection, which requires in-
order delivery, then the loss of a single packet would halt the
reception on all streams, and not just on the one interested by
the loss, as reported in Fig. 2. For example, measurements in
cellular networks show that HTTP/2 does not have a significant
performance advantage over HTTP/1.1 [19].
In principle, in-order delivery is not necessary for reliability,
but transport protocols such as TCP require both, and although
a proposal exists to extend TCP to allow out-of-order transmis-
sion for multimedia services to avoid the HoL problem [57], it
has not been widely adopted. Fig. 2 shows that protocols that
support multiple data streams such as SCTP or QUIC, which
will be described in Sec. III, can overcome the HoL problem
because there is no single line to block: each stream has its
4TCP connection 1
TCP connection 2
TCP connection N
...
HTTP 2.0 Stream 1
...
HTTP 2.0 Stream 2
HTTP 2.0 Stream N
Packets received, but cannot be delivered 
to the app
HTTP 2.0 Stream 1
...
HTTP 2.0 Stream 2
HTTP 2.0 Stream N
HoL blocking
HTTP 1.0 + TCP
HTTP 2.0 + TCP
HTTP 2.0 + QUIC
Figure 2: The HoL problem with TCP and HTTP/2, solved by
QUIC thanks to the support of multiple independent streams
per connection.
own buffer and in-order delivery is ensured on a per stream
basis [58].
The multipath scenario is another case in which TCP suffers
heavily from the HoL problem; we will describe the issue in
detail in Sec. V.
D. Performance on Wireless Channels
The performance of TCP on wireless channels has been
investigated since the introduction of the first commercial
wireless services in the 1990s [59]. Traditional congestion
control schemes generally react to packet loss by reducing
the sending rate, assuming that it is caused by congestion.
In wireless links, however, packets may be lost because of
degraded channel quality. Therefore, the abstraction of the
overall connection is poor, and the end-to-end performance
suffers. Common solutions include the provisioning of retrans-
mission and protection mechanisms on the wireless link [60]
(even though this increases the delay variability), and in-
network performance-enhancing proxies (e.g., to split the
connection and use a different congestion control algorithm on
the wireless link) [61]. Several techniques have been proposed
throughout the years for different technologies, e.g., LTE [62]
and Wi-Fi [63]. We refer the reader to [62], [64] for a more
extensive discussion on the performance of TCP on wireless
links.
Recently, the adoption of the mmWave frequencies for
the next generation of cellular networks [65] has sparked a
renewed interest in the performance of TCP on wireless links.
In particular, in this wireless medium the variability of the
channel is much higher than at sub-6 GHz frequencies, given
the sensitivity to blockage from common materials, and the
directionality of the communications. These limitations not
only impact the design of the lower layers of the protocol
stack, but also affect the transport layer performance, as
discussed in [66], [67]. TCP’s control loop is indeed too
slow to properly react to the dynamics of the channel quality
and offered data rate that affect mmWave links. For example,
even though bufferbloat is also present in sub-6 GHz cellular
networks [68], this phenomenon is much more disruptive at
mmWaves [18], where large buffers are needed to protect
from temporary but sudden variations of the link capacity due
to, e.g., Line of Sight (LOS) to Non Line of Sight (NLOS)
transitions [66]. Moreover, it has been shown that TCP makes
a suboptimal use of the very high mmWave data rates, since
it takes a long time to reach full capacity after a loss or at the
beginning of a connection [18], [66]. Since the issue is inherent
in the congestion control logic, any protocol implementing
congestion control will need to work efficiently also in a
wireless scenario.
III. RECENT TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS
In this section, we will focus on the description of three re-
cently proposed transport protocols: QUIC, SCTP and DCCP.
In particular, we will describe the main features of each
protocol, and the novelties introduced with respect to TCP.
Table I summarizes the main characteristics of these protocols,
together with the relevant IETF documents and some details
of their implementations. The discussion of the congestion
control mechanisms that can be used by these protocols and
the recent multipath extensions will be presented in later
subsections.
Table I: Summary of the main features of the three recent transport protocols reviewed in this paper (SCTP, QUIC and DCCP).
We also include a review of the legacy TCP and UDP protocols as a comparison.
Protocol RFC or Drafts Features Implementations Multipath extensions
QUIC† [24], [48] Byte stream, flow and congestion con-
trol, reliability (configurable), multi-
streaming, integration with TLS, zero-
RTT connection establishment
User space, multiple libraries are avail-
able [49]–[52]
Multipath QUIC, described in
Sec. V-B
SCTP [12] Byte stream, flow and congestion con-
trol, reliability (configurable), multi-
streaming, multi-homing
Operating system kernel CMT-SCTP described in Sec. V-B
DCCP [23], [53], [54] Datagram based, congestion control Operating system kernel MP-DCCP, described in Sec. V-B
TCP [1], [55] Byte stream, flow and congestion con-
trol, reliability
Operating system kernel MPTCP, described in Sec. V-A
UDP [3] Datagram based, best effort Operating system kernel No
†QUIC is implemented on top of UDP, but provides transport layer functionalities.
5IP
TCP
Congestion control
Loss recovery
TLS
HTTP/2
UDP
QUIC
Congestion control
Loss recovery
TLS 1.3
Multiple streams
HTTP/2
Figure 3: Protocol stack with QUIC and TCP, as described in
[58].
A. Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC)
QUIC is an application layer transport mechanism [69]
introduced by Google in 2013 and currently considered for
standardization by the IETF [24], [48].2 QUIC is not imple-
mented in the kernel, but distributed either as a user-space
library or in the application itself, and relies on UDP as the
underlying transport protocol. The main motivations related
to the introduction of QUIC are discussed in [70]. While
several alternatives to TCP have been recently proposed at
the transport layer, their adoption is not widespread, due to
the ossification caused by the presence of middleboxes in
the network that drop packets from unknown protocols, i.e.,
protocols different from TCP and/or UDP.3 QUIC encapsu-
lates its packets into UDP datagrams, thus avoiding most
of the incompatibilities with middleboxes. Secondly, as we
mentioned in Sec. I, TCP is implemented in the kernel, and
any change or new congestion control algorithm requires an
operating system update, which is not always feasible. Finally,
in terms of protocol design, QUIC aims at solving the HoL
issue of TCP, described in Sec. II-C, and at reducing the
handshake delay at the beginning of a connection.
QUIC incorporates (i) some of the TCP features, including
the acknowledgment mechanism, congestion control and loss
recovery; (ii) the key negotiation of TLS 1.3, requiring an all-
encrypted connection; and (iii) features of HTTP/2, like multi-
streaming [58]. Fig. 3 shows the difference in the protocol
stack for a combination of HTTP/2 and TCP and HTTP/2
and QUIC. The combination of these elements allows QUIC
to optimize several key areas. For example, the integration
of transport- and cryptographic-related handshakes in the
same messages makes it possible to reduce the time for
the initial handshake. Furthermore, packet header encryption
makes packet inspection and tracking harder for middleboxes.
Moreover, it improves TCP’s loss recovery by explicitly distin-
guishing in the ACKs between lost and out-of-order packets.
A single connection is composed of multiple independent
2The set of IETF drafts related to QUIC can be found at https://datatracker.
ietf.org/wg/quic/documents/.
3Notice that some firewalls and middleboxes also drop UDP traffic [69].
Client Server
TCP+TLS1.2
3RTT
First connection
Subsequent connections
Client Server
TCP+TLS1.3
2RTT
Client Server
QUIC+TLS1.3
1RTT
Client Server
TCP+TLS1.2
1RTT
Client Server
TCP+TLS1.3
1RTT
Client Server
QUIC+TLS1.3
0RTT
Figure 4: Connection establishment procedures; the blue ar-
rows represent the TCP or QUIC handshake, the black ones
the cryptographic handshake. The red arrow is the first data
transfer.
streams (which can be mapped to HTTP/2 streams) so that
the loss of a packet of a single stream does not block the
others, effectively mitigating the HoL issue. Finally, additional
identifiers are introduced to label a connection, which can then
be maintained even in case of changes in the Internet Protocol
(IP) addresses of the endpoints.
1) Connection Establishment: The connection establish-
ment is one of the main novelties introduced in QUIC,
especially with the 0-RTT option. TCP requires at least one
RTT for its handshake when using TLS 1.3 [71], and one or
two additional RTTs for the cryptographic handshake when
using the older 1.2 version [58].
QUIC enforces the use of at least TLS 1.3 and, in case of a
first-time establishment, it carries over all the relevant QUIC
transport setup parameters in the first packet, a Client Hello
message, so that a single RTT is sufficient. The parameters
negotiated during the first connection and the server’s Diffie-
Hellman value, used to calculate the encryption key, are
stored at the client. In case of subsequent connections, this
information is sent by the client to the server together with
the first data packet, and the server uses it to authenticate the
client and decrypt the data, thus realizing the 0-RTT handshake
shown in Fig. 4.
2) QUIC Packets: The use of TLS 1.3 also allows QUIC
packets to traverse middleboxes without having their inside
information tampered with. In fact, the only bytes that are not
encrypted are the UDP header and a portion of the QUIC
header, as shown in Fig. 5: this hides key information on
QUIC flows from network equipment and operators. After
the connection establishment, the only values that are sent
in cleartext in the QUIC header are the source and desti-
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Internet-Draft           QUIC Transport Protocol             August 2018
    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |1|   Type (7)  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Version (32)                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |DCIL(4)|SCIL(4)|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |               Destination Connection ID (0/32..144)         ...
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                 Source Connection ID (0/32..144)            ...
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           Length (i)                        ...
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                     Packet Number (8/16/32)                   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          Payload (*)                        ...
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                    Figure 1: Long Header Packet Format
   Long headers are used for packets that are sent prior to the
   completion of version negotiation and establishment of 1-RTT keys.
   Once both conditions are met, a sender switches to sending packets
   using the short header (Section 4.2).  The long form allows for
   special packets - such as the Version Negotiation packet - to be
   represented in this uniform fixed-length packet format.  Packets that
   use the long header contain the following fields:
   Header Form:  The most significant bit (0x80) of octet 0 (the first
      octet) is set to 1 for long headers.
   Long Packet Type:  The remaining seven bits of octet 0 contain the
      packet type.  This field can indicate one of 128 packet types.
      The types specified for this version are listed in Table 1.
   Version:  The QUIC Version is a 32-bit field that follows the Type.
      This field indicates which version of QUIC is in use and
      determines how the rest of the protocol fields are interpreted.
   DCIL and SCIL:  The octet following the version contains the lengths
      of the two connection ID fields that follow it.  These lengths are
      encoded as two 4-bit unsigned integers.  The Destination
      Connection ID Length (DCIL) field occupies the 4 high bits of the
      octet and the Source Connection ID Length (SCIL) field occupies
      the 4 low bits of the octet.  An encoded length of 0 indicates
      that the connection ID is also 0 octets in length.  Non-zero
Iyengar & Thomson       Expires February 16, 2019               [Page 9]
Figure 5: Example of structure of a QUIC packet with long
header for IETF QUIC (version 14), adapted from [24].
The red fields are encrypted, while the blue ones (i.e., the
packet numb r field in the header) are pro ected ag inst casual
observation.
nation connection IDs (to allow routing, identification and
IP address changes), and the packet type, version number
and packet length. The packet number is not protected with
the same encryption that is applied to the payload, but has
a confidentiality pro ection agains casual obs rvation (e.g.,
middleboxes th path). Packet numbers, as in TCP, are
different for sending and r ceiving flows, with the on traint
that they must not be reused within the same connection, not
even for retransmissions [24].
The packet payload consists in one or more frames. Each
frame has a type, like ack, ping or stream, and a series
of fields that are type-dependent, such as stream ID and
data length [24]. Therefore, a packet can multiplex multiple
streams.
3) QUIC Performance: Given QUIC’s promising design
goals, its performance has been recently under the spot-
light [69], [70], [72], [73], even though the protocol has not
yet been completely specified by the IETF. As of today, the
QUIC protocol is implemented in Google servers, and, client-
side, in Google Chrome and in some mobile applications like
YouTube or Google Search. According to [70], in 2017 it
accounted for 7% of all Internet traffic, and up to 30% of
Google’s egress traffic. A more detailed analysis of QUIC
deployment is provided in [74], which shows that the number
of QUIC-capable endpoints is increasing, mainly thanks to
Google and Akamai deployments, while the traffic is almost
exclusively covered by Google and its services, reaching a
6.7% share with respect to TCP/HTTPS in September 2017
along the MAWI backbone, as shown in Fig. 6, and a 9.1%
share in a mobile ISP. The authors also point out a possible
problem in long-term stability due to the frequent and possibly
not backward-compatible updates of the protocol.
Another work [70] discusses some metrics measured from
Google’s live traffic. Fig. 7 reports the reduction in search
latency4 experienced by clients using QUIC with respect to
clients using TCP/TLS. The same paper claims that a reduction
4Search Latency is defined as the delay from the time when a user enters
a search term to the time all the result content is delivered to the client,
including embedded content [70].
Figure 6: Percentage of traffic over QUIC vs other protocols on
the MAWI backbone during 2017. Reprinted, with permission,
from [74].
Figure 7: Percentage of reduction of Search Latency.
Reprinted, with permission, from [70].
in the re-buffering rates in the order of 18% has been observed
for YouTube traffic. Finally, the authors highlight that, with
current implementation at the time of writing, the CPU load
is on average 3.5 times higher with QUIC than with TCP/TLS
[70].
More recently, another work [69] has tested the performance
of 13 different versions of QUIC, in desktop and mobile
scenarios. With respect to previous studies [72], [73], this
paper provides a more thorough investigation, using a more
advanced testbed and more recent versions of the protocol.
The main findings (using CUBIC as congestion control) con-
firm that QUIC performs better than TCP/TLS in a desktop
environment, but suffers from packet re-ordering issues (which
may arise in a mobile environment). With respect to variations
in the underlying data rate, QUIC outperforms TCP thanks to
the more advanced ACK mechanism. Finally, QUIC is not
fair with TCP, consuming more bottleneck bandwidth than
the fair share, and has performance issues in older hardware,
given that packet processing and cryptographic operations are
not as optimized in the user-space as they are in the kernel.
An implementation of QUIC for the open source network
simulator ns-3 has also been recently released [75].
B. Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)
SCTP, which has been defined in [12], is a standardized
signaling protocol developed by the IETF Signaling Trans-
port working group that later evolved into a general-purpose
protocol at the transport layer. It is now maintained within
IETF’s Transport Area (TSVWG) working group [76]. Like
TCP, it is implemented in the kernel of the operating system,
and offers a reliable, point-to-point, and connection-oriented
data transport service over IP networks [77]. SCTP was specif-
ically designed to be TCP-friendly, and shares its window-
based congestion control, error detection and retransmission
7mechanisms. Nonetheless, SCTP also incorporates several new
features [78], such as:
• multihoming - while a TCP connection is established
between two sockets (identified by an IP address and
a port number each) at the two end hosts, an SCTP
association can span across multiple IP addresses and
possibly comprise several types of links in the network.
For each client, a primary address is used to exchange
data, and the others serve as backup in case of link failure
or network fault, in order to ensure higher availability
without interrupting the ongoing data transfers. Periodic
heartbeat packets are sent to the backup addresses to
verify the link state, and the retransmission of lost packets
can also occur using backup addresses.
• multistreaming - like QUIC, SCTP introduces multi-
streaming capabilities. Using the terminology from [12],
it is possible to define an SCTP stream as a unidirectional
logical data flow within an SCTP association [79]. SCTP
then allows to split the application layer data into multiple
substreams, according to the specific application that
generates the packets. The sequencing and delivery are
performed independently within each substream, thus
overcoming the HoL blocking issue, previously described
in Sec. II-C. Moreover, the delivery within each stream
is strictly in order by default, as in TCP, but it is possible
to enable unordered delivery [77].
The connection establishment and shutdown slightly differ
from TCP to improve operations and security. A cookie
mechanism during the initial 4-way handshake prevents SYN
flooding5 and masquerade attacks; moreover half-closed con-
nections where one endpoint is still allowed to send data are
not allowed.
The performance of SCTP has been evaluated in several
scenarios: [80] reports that partial order and partial reliability
increase the performance over traditional transfer protocols
such as TCP. Jungmaier et al. [81] proved that SCTP traffic
has the same impact of standard TCP traffic, that is, the
two protocols can coexist in the same network. Moreover,
the multihoming scheme can achieve better throughput and
faster network accident recovery when applied to wireless
LANs [82].
Finally, some papers have tested the performance of SCTP
with respect to HoL blocking issues. Evaluations based on the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) protocol at the application
layer, and SCTP, TCP and UDP as transport, showed how
the HoL blocking avoidance mechanism of SCTP does not
provide better performance in normal scenarios of concurrent
traffic on the network, and only slightly decreases the end-to-
end latency with a high level of packet losses [83]. In addition,
when the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) value suddenly
decreases, SCTP is unable to avoid IP fragmentation and NATs
may not be able to correctly route fragmented datagrams.
5SYN flooding is a denial-of-service attack where an attacker sends a
succession of TCP SYN requests to a server but never replies to SYN-ACK
responses. These half-open connections allocate memory that is freed only
later, but in the meantime the system is not able to reply to legitimate queries.
C. Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
DCCP, introduced in [23], [53], [54], is a protocol that
augments UDP with connection-oriented functionalities such
as congestion control, while maintaining its message-oriented
structure. Like normal UDP, it does not guarantee reliable
delivery, and packets can be out of order. Therefore, it presents
a viable alternative as transport for applications which do
not need reliability, but at the same time do not wish to
implement their own congestion control mechanism [84]. The
main reason why this protocol was introduced was the rapid
growth of latency-oriented applications relying on UDP con-
nections, like online games or IP telephony. These real-time
applications cannot afford the additional latency introduced by
reliability mechanisms, but still need to perform congestion
control to conform with [85] and avoid choking TCP flows
when sharing a bottleneck with them [86]. DCCP provides
a common framework that can perform congestion control
for these applications, but also allows new mechanisms to be
implemented in a straightforward manner.
DCCP establishes a bidirectional connection, which is log-
ically composed by two half-duplex unidirectional connec-
tions [23]. Given that it is an unreliable transport protocol,
DCCP does not perform retransmissions. Nonetheless, it needs
to detect losses to perform congestion control [84]. Therefore,
the protocol does not feature cumulative ACKs, but a per-
packet sequence number which allows the detection of missing
datagrams. The ACKs are also acknowledged, using the same
mechanism, and this makes it possible to perform congestion
control on these feedback packets as well. The features of the
connection (such as the security mechanisms, or congestion
control algorithms), must be negotiated when establishing
the connection, using control fields embedded in the DCCP
headers [23]. Therefore, it is possible to tune the congestion
control in each single end-to-end connection. DCCP also
natively provides ECN [87], thus supporting the advertisement
of network congestion without necessarily recording packet
losses.
D. Open Challenges and Research Directions
The protocols presented in this section have been proposed
in the attempt to solve a number of open issues and challenges
related to TCP. Nonetheless, there still exists a main problem
related to their wide-scale adoption in the Internet, which, as
we discussed, is throttled by the ossification of the networking
equipment [16]. QUIC has adopted a promising direction,
thanks to a user-space implementation, and to the support of
major web content providers, such as Google.
Another important trend in QUIC and SCTP is the support
for updates at the IP layer and/or multi-homing, so that the
end-to-end connection does not need to be broken whenever
one of the endpoints changes its IP address. This is a useful
feature in highly mobile wireless networks, where the user
may frequently roam across different networks. Additionally,
these protocols natively support or can be extended to support
multiple paths, as we will discuss in detail in Sec. V.
Moreover, QUIC, SCTP and DCCP share flexibility as a
main design characteristic, which represents a novelty with
8Table II: Summary of the main presented congestion control schemes, divided by design philosophy
Type Algorithm Congestion control mechanism Pros Cons
Loss-based NewReno [88] AIMD Proven convergence, fairness Inefficient in LFNs
BIC [89] Binary search increase function Higher efficiency Too aggressive
CUBIC [90] Cubic CWND function RTT-independent fairness High number of retransmissions
Wave [91] Burst-based adaptation Fairness and efficiency Highly volatile RTT
Delay-based Vegas [92], [93] RTT changes as congestion signal Fewer retransmissions, lowerlatency Suppressed by loss-based flows
Verus [94] Delay profile-based AIMD Adaptability to volatile channels High sender-side CPU load
Nimbus [95] Explicit queue and cross trafficmodeling
Scalable aggressiveness to deal
with CUBIC Unfair to Vegas and BBR
LEDBAT [96] Extra delay to high-priority flows Does not affect other flows Limited to low-priority traffic
Capacity-based Westwood [97] Bandwidth estimation to decreaseCWND Good in wireless and lossy links No latency control
Sprout [98] HMM capacity model Low delay, customizable Needs one buffer per flow
Hybrid Compound [99] Sum of Reno and Vegas windows Fast in LFNs, fair to CUBIC No latency control
Illinois [100] Delay used to determine CWNDchange Fast in LFNs, fair to CUBIC No latency control
Veno [101] Explicit model of the buffer Fast in LFNs, fair to CUBIC No latency control
BBR [21] Capacity and RTT measurement High throughput, low delay Fairness and mobility issues
Learning-based Remy [102] Monte Carlo-based policy Reaches capacity with low delay Fairness issues with other TCPs
TAO [103] Advancement on Remy Fairness issues solved Requires knowledge of the network
PCC [104] Online experiments to determineCWND Good in high RTT networks Untested with bufferbloat
TCP-RL [105] Reinforcement learning todetermine CC algorithm Self-organizing capabilities
Untested in highly dynamic
environments
QTCP [106] Reinforcement learning to selectCWND Higher throughput than NewReno Limited performance evaluation
respect to TCP. For example, in QUIC and SCTP it is possible
to disable reliable transmissions for certain streams, and QUIC
and DCCP have mechanisms for feature and parameter negoti-
ation during the connection handshake. This reconfigurability
should be however matched by a proper evolution of the APIs
to the application layer, so that developers can benefit from
it [107]. Explicit QoS signaling represents a step further in
this direction: in order to fully support new applications and
services, endpoints will need to be able to specify their QoS
requirements [108], as will QoS-aware schemes exploiting
tools such as SDN [109].
IV. CONGESTION CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Congestion control is an essential function in modern net-
works [88], since the high volumes of traffic that needs to
be delivered reliably can only be supported if senders limit
their rate before flooding their connections and affecting other
flows. It can be performed directly by transport layer protocols
such as DCCP, SCTP, QUIC, and the omnipresent TCP.
Applications that run directly over UDP usually perform their
own congestion control, as recommended by the IETF [85].
The rationale behind congestion control is the following:
since links with limited capacity need to be shared by multiple
flows, they can get overloaded by the aggregate flow generated
by multiple (or even single) sources, becoming the bottleneck
of the connection. If no limit is set to the sending rate, senders
will start retransmitting packets when they do not get a positive
reception acknowledgment (ACK) from the destination within
an interval called Retransmission Timeout (RTO). This, in
turn, increases the load on the network, triggering a destruc-
tive spiral known as congestion collapse [110]. Congestion
control is aimed at avoiding this condition: senders react to
signs of congestion by backing off and reducing their own
rate proactively. There are several congestion control design
philosophies, with different ways to detect congestion and
react to it, but they all share this common core.
The issues we mentioned in Sec. II make the design of good
congestion control mechanisms extremely difficult; specific
features of the connection and of each individual link can
significantly affect the performance, often in unpredictable
ways [34]. Mathematical models of protocols and their rig-
orous assumptions are rarely realistic, and often theoretically
optimal algorithms do not work as expected in real net-
works [111]. Moreover, in most cases (e.g., for TCP), the
congestion control algorithm for a certain transport protocol is
implemented in the same kernel code base of that protocol and,
consequently, it is the same for every end-to-end connection.
Therefore, it is not possible to customize the response of the
congestion algorithm to the characteristics of each connection.
Furthermore, detecting when congestion is taking place and
how the congestion window size should be maintained are
not trivial problems. Most early solutions adopted packet loss
as a sign of congestion and used an AIMD strategy, which
ensured asymptotic fairness and stability [112]. The AIMD
scheme is simple, as it only needs two commands to update
the congestion window (often referred to as CWND for short):
CWND← CWND + α
CWND
(1)
on received ACKs and
CWND← CWND
β
(2)
on packet losses, where α and β are mechanism-set pa-
rameters. Newer protocols often include delay information
as a potential congestion signal, and their adaptation of
the congestion window is more tailored to their operating
requirements. Selective ACK (SACK) is another option that
improves the information available to the congestion control
9mechanism [55]. We now list the main congestion control
design philosophies and their advantages and shortcomings,
quickly reviewing older algorithms in order to provide the
necessary background information to better appreciate the
new developments; the main mechanisms presented in this
section are summarized in Table II. We also highlight that
all the TCP congestion control mechanisms discussed below
can be implemented for QUIC and SCTP senders with no
modifications. DCCP requires more effort, since it does not
include a retransmission mechanism, but the basic principles
and design philosophies are the same. DCCP provides a
framework for congestion control [84] mechanisms which
can be selected by the application through the Congestion
Control IDs (CCIDs). The congestion control mechanisms are
separated from the core of the protocol enabling modularity
and possible expansions. Each one of the two half-connections
can even choose a different CCID since they are logically
separated. In the following, we will refer to the standardized
DCCP congestion control schemes by their CCID. Another
taxonomy of congestion control mechanisms for TCP was
presented in [113], but lacks the most recent developments
(e.g., those related to machine-learning-based algorithms) that
we survey in this paper.
A. Loss-based mechanisms
Classic TCP congestion control algorithms such as
Tahoe [1], Reno [114] and New Reno [88] use packet losses
to detect congestion. If a packet is determined to be lost,
either when the RTO timer expires or after three consecutive
duplicate ACKs, the AIMD mechanism sharply decreases the
congestion window. While Tahoe is very conservative, starting
back from a CWND of 1 packet and entering the Slow
Start phase, Reno and New Reno only reduce CWND by
half in case of three duplicate ACKs, as shown in Fig. 8.
The default QUIC congestion control is also based on New
Reno [88], even though other congestion control algorithms
may be used, as in TCP [48]. A number of refinements
that have been proposed for New Reno are directly included
in the IETF QUIC protocol drafts. For example, the packet
number is monotonically increasing, so that the QUIC sender
knows if a received ACK is for the original packet or its
retransmission. Moreover, while with the TCP SACK feature
only three ACK ranges can be specified [115], QUIC does
not have a limit for the number of ACK ranges in a feedback
packet. The draft [48] also recommends the use of pacing, to
avoid the bursty transmission of packets, and a tail loss probe
mechanism to efficiently detect packet loss at the end of a data
transfer.
The BDP is the product of the bottleneck capacity and
the minimum RTT; networks with a BDP over 100 kb are
considered Long Fat Networks (LFNs) [116]. The classic loss-
based mechanisms are extremely inefficient in LFNs, since
the recovery phase will take slightly less than a minute for a
connection with a minimum RTT of 100 ms and a capacity of
100 Mb/s, and about 10 minutes if the capacity is increased
to 1 Gb/s [89].
Binary Increase Control (BIC) [89] and CUBIC [90] are
two congestion control algorithms developed to solve earlier
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Figure 8: Evolution of TCP New Reno’s CWND over time
mechanisms’ issues with LFNs. They abandon pure AIMD for
a more complex function (a binary search in BIC’s case, and
a cubic function of the time since the last loss for CUBIC,
as shown in Fig. 9) in order to achieve fairness between
flows with different RTTs. However, BIC was deemed too
aggressive and unfair to legacy flows [117], while CUBIC is
now widely deployed [118] (it is the default congestion control
algorithm in the Linux kernel since version 2.6.19) and is
currently an IETF Internet-Draft [119] because it can achieve
high performance without being unfair to flows using older
congestion control mechanisms. The QUIC implementation
in the Chromium code base also features CUBIC congestion
control [70], [90]. The main difference between CUBIC ap-
plied to TCP and QUIC is that βTCP = 0.3 (i.e., the decrease
factor for the congestion window after loss events), while
βQUIC = βTCP/2 [72].
DCCP implements three loss-based mechanisms: CCID
2 [120] is a New Reno-like mechanism that uses the same
AIMD principle, but using packets as a data unit instead of
bytes because of the datagram-oriented nature of the under-
lying UDP socket. CCID 2 also applies congestion control
to acknowledgments, and has no retransmission mechanism
since it is meant for applications that do not require reliable
delivery and might even be hampered by it. CCID 3, or
TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC), uses the TCP throughput
equation explicitly [121] to calculate the sending rate in a way
that is both fair to competing TCP flows and relatively stable.
It is recommended for applications that need to maintain a
more stable throughput while remaining TCP-friendly. CCID
4 is a variant of TFRC designed for applications that send
small packets, achieving roughly the same bandwidth as an
equivalent TCP flows sending full-sized packets [122]. An-
other extension of TFRC, which behaves better when multiple
DCCP flows share a bottleneck, was proposed in [123].
Nowadays, most of the research community is moving
away from loss-based congestion estimation. Several sim-
ulation studies show that none of these mechanisms per-
forms well in wireless networks [118], in Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs) [124] and in broadband, high-latency
networks, [125]. TCP, QUIC, and SCTP all suffer from the
same issues, since the problem is inherent in the loss-based
congestion control philosophy. However, it can still be a useful
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design principles for some network scenarios, particularly
when very high RTTs are involved. One example is TCP
Noordwijk [126], a cross-layer version of TCP that exploits
the peculiarities of satellite links. The main feature of TCP
Noordwijk is that it transmits data in bursts at the maximum
capacity of the bottleneck, assuming a large buffer at the
bottleneck (as is the case for satellite links) and not consid-
ering competing flows. Fairness is ensured by appropriately
scheduling transmission bursts; a recent proposal, called TCP
Wave [91], extends the protocol by removing the cross-layer
aspects and adapting the algorithm to any kind of link. The
protocol quickly achieves fairness with any other loss-based
flow, and goes back to full bandwidth utilization just as
quickly if the competing flows stop. However, if the protocol
sends packets in bursts, packets will be queued at the sender
until the next burst, causing a longer queuing time. Burst-
based mechanisms are also highly vulnerable to jitter and
capacity fluctuations because they need to commit to a sending
rate in advance and have fewer opportunities to correct their
mistakes than schemes which make smaller commitments:
if the bottleneck link is time-varying, they take longer to
react and can make bigger errorsMany common applications
are sensitive to both delay and jitter, reducing the possible
usefulness of Wave in standard networks.
B. Delay-based mechanisms
Loss-based mechanisms such as CUBIC can efficiently
make use of most connections; however, the only signal of
congestion they perceive is, as the name suggests, packet
loss. If the buffer at the bottleneck link is large, packets will
accumulate until the buffer fills, while the sender will keep
increasing its sending rate and the queueing delay will keep
rising. Latency can even reach 10 seconds in the conditions
of heavy bufferbloat we talked about in Sec. II-A [68], and
filling up the buffer completely can cause instability in the
throughput observed by other flows.
One possible solution to this is delay-based congestion
control: losses may be a signal of congestion, but congestion
may occur long before the buffer is full, and its early detection
can increase the reactivity of the congestion control, which can
then back off as soon as the RTT increases substantially and
avoid sharp declines in the throughput and high latency.
TCP Vegas [92] was the first implementation to use delay
as a signal of congestion: after a milder slow start phase [127],
it adjusts the congestion window to the expected throughput
of the channel. The channel is assumed to be underused if
the RTT is close to the minimum measured one; as soon as
the RTT grows beyond a certain threshold, the protocol backs
off. Vegas is fair and uses capacity better than Reno [92]
while maintaining a low latency. However, the first version of
Vegas had severe issues with the Delayed ACK mechanism,
which affected its RTT estimation, and with links with high
latency [112]. These issues prompted the development of
several improvements, like Vegas-A [128], which addresses
rerouting and bandwidth sharing fairness, Vegas-V [129],
which increases the aggressiveness of the original algorithm,
while remaining fair to other flows, and Adaptive Vegas [130],
where adaptive refers to the ability of the algorithm to change
its parameters according to the statistics of throughput and
RTT variation. Some specialized versions were developed
for wireless [131] and mobile [132] ad hoc networks; three
particular modifications became part of the so called New
Vegas algorithm [133]. New Vegas [93] uses packet pacing
in the slow start phase to avoid issues caused by burstiness,
and sends packets in pairs to avoid the Delayed ACK problem,
while maintaining most of Vegas’s main ideas.
A simple delay-based congestion control mechanism for
DCCP has been proposed in [134], reducing the sending rate
by the ratio between the minimum and current RTT. A similar
Vegas-like mechanism [135] uses one-way delay to measure
congestion, adapting the send rate to maintain QoS. Since
these schemes have not been standardized, they were not
assigned a specific CCID.
Over the last few years, the development of delay-based
protocols has seen a new renaissance thanks to the rise of
interactive applications with strict latency requirements. Verus
[94] is a recent delay-based end-to-end congestion control
protocol that exploits delay measurements to quickly adapt the
congestion window size to enhance the transport performance
in cellular networks. It retains the same AIMD scheme as
traditional TCP, but changes the additive increase part: by
constantly sensing the channel, the window size is increased
or reduced at every step according to the observation of short-
term packet delay variations, that the authors called “learning
a delay profile.” Basically, the protocol builds an empirical
function by associating CWND and delay and observing when
the rate exceeds the capacity of the channel. The multiplicative
decrease and slow start steps remain unmodified. This strategy
can be more effective than using an explicit model of the
connection, and is practically achieved by using a sliding
window over a period equal to the estimated RTT.
Real world tests were performed by the authors of [94] on
3G and LTE networks considering multiple competing flows
between some devices and a server on a high bandwidth and
low delay network, whose results show that Verus can achieve
a throughput similar to that of TCP CUBIC while reducing
the delay by an order of magnitude. The authors also pointed
out how Verus outperforms other protocols and quickly adapts
to rapid network changes and to the arrival of new flows,
with throughput being independent of the RTT, confirming the
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protocol’s fairness. While the positive results were confirmed
by independent measurements [30], these tests also highlighted
the massive computational load that the Verus delay profile
estimation imposes on the sender; its use in uplink or high-
throughput scenarios might be impossible because of the
protocol’s complexity.
In general, delay-based mechanisms are more stable, re-
transmit fewer packets and have lower latencies than loss-
based mechanisms, with a similar throughput in realistic
conditions; however, their adoption has been blocked because
of the higher aggressiveness of the existing protocols. If a
delay-based and a loss-based flow share a bottleneck, and the
buffer at the bottleneck node is large enough, the delay-based
mechanism will sense congestion far before its loss-based
competitor, which will keep increasing its sending rate [136].
As a result, the throughput of the delay-based flow will
basically drop to zero, while the loss-based flow will take up
all the available capacity. Since the majority of the servers in
the Internet run a loss-based congestion control mechanism,
and separating loss-based and delay-based traffic was ex-
tremely expensive and required extensive changes, delay-based
protocols have never been deployed on a wide scale. However,
deploying better performing delay-based protocols, that might
suffer from the aggressiveness of loss-based flows, has recently
become possible thanks to techniques such as network slicing
and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [137], although
it still involves a significant effort on the network operator’s
part.
Two delay-based protocols that can switch to a more
aggressive mode to avoid being outcompeted by loss-based
flows have recently been proposed. Like Verus, Copa [138]
is a protocol that uses the delay profile to determine the
sending rate. It uses Markov chains to explicitly model the
bottleneck queue, and it dynamically adjusts its aggressiveness
to compete fairly with loss-based protocols. Nimbus [95]
is another enhancement that also models the elasticity of
cross traffic, detecting how other flows will react to changes
in the perceived bandwidth and adapting to the resulting
scenario. The cross traffic modeling is performed by observing
the Fourier transform of the capacity and detecting periodic
behavior; this approach works well with CUBIC or Copa
cross-traffic, but can fail for BBR cross-traffic and is too
aggressive in the presence of Vegas flows, which it senses
as elastic flows and proceeds to outcompete.
Another interesting development is represented by TCP Low
Extra Delay Background Transport (LEDBAT) [96], a delay-
based algorithm developed for BitTorrent traffic: since back-
ground traffic should have a lower priority than user traffic,
the low aggressiveness of delay-based mechanisms becomes
a strength. LEDBAT estimates the capacity left unused by
foreground flows by measuring the extra delay it adds after
sending a packet, and it only transmits if it deems its actions
will not affect more important flows. It is currently deployed
on Microsoft Windows machines as a solution for bulk transfer
applications. TIMELY [139] is another delay-based protocol
which adjusts the congestion window using the gradient of
the RTT, designed specifically for data centers. Finally, TCP
LoLa [22] adapts the CUBIC mechanism to a delay-based
detection method; when the queueing delay starts to increase,
LoLa switches to a Vegas-like holding mechanism to maintain
capacity and fairness to other flows.
C. Capacity-based mechanisms
TCP Westwood [97] was a congestion control mechanism
from 2001 that explicitly tracked the estimated bandwidth in
order to adaptively change the congestion window after a loss,
while maintaining the additive increase scheme of TCP Reno.
Westwood was designed for wireless and lossy links [140],
which can have a fast-varying capacity, as well as packet
losses caused by the physical layer. Both of these factors can
affect transport layer performance, as traditional loss-based
schemes will overreact to losses by halving the send rate even
when there is no need for it, and fast-varying capacity can also
be interpreted as a sign of congestion. Westwood adapts the
congestion window to the measured connection capacity after
losses and achieves a higher performance [141] than loss-based
schemes in those conditions, as well as in wired networks.
However, the idea of capacity-based congestion control
was recently revived by Sprout [98], an end-to-end protocol
designed for cellular wireless networks that aims to be a
compromise between achieving the highest possible through-
put and preventing long packet delays in a network queue.
Sprout exploits some of the peculiarities of cellular networks,
improving congestion control in that particular scenario. Since
cellular networks often suffer from extreme bufferbloat, using
packet loss to sense congestion leads to extremely high latency.
Additionally, cellular network users are not subject to queues
accumulated by other users, since carriers generally set up sep-
arate uplink and downlink queues for each device belonging to
a cell. Sprout exploits that fact by periodically measuring the
connection capacity and predicting its future distribution with
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Estimating the available
capacity is instead done by counting the received bytes in a
long interval and then dividing the result by its duration. This
estimate is used to forecast the number of packets that is safe
to send over the links, that is, the right number of packets so
that they will not wait too long in a queue. It is a highly
customizable protocol: the model can be more throughput
or delay-oriented by changing an aggressiveness parameter.
However, this approach requires a dedicated buffer: if multiple
flows share the same buffer, Sprout will leave almost all the
capacity to the competing flows [30].
D. Hybrid mechanisms
Some congestion control mechanisms try to combine two
approaches to reap the benefits of both. Compound TCP [99]
is a well-known example, as it is available on all Microsoft
Windows machines by default. Compound uses the sum of
a delay-based window and a loss-based Reno window as
its CWND, and as such it can deal with LFNs better than
pure loss-based mechanisms while maintaining a measure of
fairness toward them, since its compound window will grow
faster than a purely loss-based one, but the protocol’s behavior
will revert to loss-based congestion control when it senses
congestion. Illinois [100] is another algorithm that considers
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Figure 10: BBR basic principle: the mechanism tries to work
at the optimal operating point instead of filling the bottleneck
buffer
both loss and delay to infer congestion: while it uses losses
to detect it, the variation in the delay is used to determine
the rate of change in the congestion window. It is friendly to
CUBIC, but, like Compound, its CWND grows significantly
faster when it is far lower than the capacity; Veno [101], a
hybrid between Vegas and Reno, uses an explicit model of
the bottleneck buffer occupancy to achieve the same kind of
CWND growth.
The most notable recent development in hybrid congestion
control schemes is undoubtedly Google’s BBR algorithm,
which takes a different approach by trying to estimate both
the bandwidth and the RTT [21]. It tries to reach the optimal
operating point [142] by keeping a CWND equal to the
BDP; any further increase in the CWND just increases the
delay without any throughput benefits, as shown in Fig. 10.
While converging to the BDP with traditional mechanisms
is impossible [143], BBR alternately estimates the minimum
RTT and the capacity by periodically draining the buffer, then
measuring the RTT, and finally returning to the initial delivery
rate. This mechanism is shown in Fig. 11.
BBR can share the bandwidth fairly with other BBR or
loss-based flows [21], but its latency is low only when the
connection is used by other delay-conscious protocols, as there
is no way to seize a fair share of the capacity from loss-
based flows without having significant queueing delays. BBR
also works well with high-capacity connections; however, the
presence of short buffers causes the BBR operating point to
increase too much, thus leading to massive packet losses and
unfairness towards loss-based flows [144].
Fairness and stability when sharing a connection with
other congestion control algorithms are two of BBR’s biggest
open issues. Competition with other algorithms can cause se-
vere throughput fluctuations [145], and BBR’s aggressiveness
against loss-based flows strongly depends on the buffer size: as
previously mentioned, the mechanism becomes too aggressive
when buffers are very small [144] and too conservative when
the network suffers from bufferbloat. The same problem
was noticed by Farrow in his comparative study of various
congestion control algorithms, namely CUBIC, NewReno and
BBR, in heterogeneous network environments [146]: virtual
tests with several competing flows both with the same and with
different algorithms lead the author to conclude that NewReno
and CUBIC are sufficiently fair, with the latter offering more
predictable and stable throughput, while asserting that BBR is
unfair and still not ready for public use.
Doubts have also been raised about BBR’s performance
in cellular networks [147] and under mobility [148], [149],
but work to adapt it to this kind of environment is currently
ongoing. BBR has also been proposed for QUIC [150].
E. Machine learning approaches
Over the past few years, machine learning has become
an important tool for network and protocol designers [151];
research on machine-learning based congestion control is
ongoing, and there already are several working mechanisms
in the literature.
TCP Remy [102] is the first example of machine learning-
based congestion control: the authors define a Markov model
of the channel and an objective function with a parameter α
which can be tuned to set the aggressiveness of the protocol
(α = 1 corresponds to proportional fairness, while α = 0
does not consider fairness at all and α = ∞ achieves max-
min fairness), and use a machine learning algorithm to define
the behavior of the congestion control mechanism. The inputs
given to the mechanism are the ratio between the most recent
RTT and the lowest measured RTT during the connection,
an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of the
interarrival times of the latest ACKs, and an EWMA of
the sending times of those same packets. The mechanism
itself is essentially a Monte Carlo simulation, and has some
limitations, since it requires some prior knowledge about
the network scenario and operates on the basic assumption
that all competing flows use it. A more advanced version
of Remy, called Tractable Attempt at Optimal (TAO) [103],
solves the problem of TCP awareness and performs well with
heterogeneous competing flows, but still requires extensive
prior knowledge about the network to function.
Performance-oriented Congestion Control (PCC) [104] is
another learning-oriented mechanism that uses online ex-
periments instead of offline pre-training: it uses SACKs to
measure the utility of an action, and adjusts the sending rate
accordingly. PCC is more aggressive than even loss-based TCP
versions, and performs well with short buffers and high RTTs,
but its performance in wireless networks or links affected by
bufferbloat has not been tested. PCC Vivace [152] is a new
version of the congestion control mechanism with improved
TCP friendliness and a more advanced learning mechanism
using linear regression techniques.
An attempt at using more advanced supervised learning
techniques to design congestion control mechanisms was
made in [153], and Q-learning was used in [154] and [155].
However, all these algorithms are optimized for very simple
network topologies and situations and strongly depend on the
considered scenario, so to the best of our knowledge there
is no fully implemented and well-tested congestion control
mechanism using these techniques. Along this line, the authors
of [105] investigate a reinforcement learning approach to
improve the performance of both short and long TCP flows.
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Figure 11: Overview of the operating points in the states of the BBR algorithm
In particular, the proposed approach, TCP-RL, exploits two
different learning processes to adapt the initial window of the
connection (i.e., the number of packets that can be sent when
the connection starts) and the congestion control algorithm
used for each single flow. The performance evaluation is based
on a real implementation, and either real traffic or synthetic
traces generated from a major web service provider. Finally,
also QTCP [106] adopts a reinforcement learning approach,
but the actions that are available are directly related to the
dimensioning of the congestion window. The authors, however,
compare the performance of their scheme with TCP NewReno.
A more detailed discussion on the design considerations for
new machine learning-based congestion control mechanisms
can be found in [156].
F. Cross-layer approaches
As previously mentioned, TCP relies on an abstraction
of the multiple hops between the two end-points of the
connection to perform its congestion control operations. This,
however, is sometimes sub-optimal, given that TCP may fail
to capture medium-specific characteristics (e.g., mmWave link
variations, as discussed in Sec. II-D). Therefore, cross-layer
approaches aim at designing congestion control algorithms
that exploit additional and more precise information provided
by the lower layers of the protocol stack, and are popular
especially in the wireless domain.
Several papers have recently proposed cross-layer solutions
to cope with cellular networks operating at mmWave frequen-
cies. In [157], [158] the authors tune the TCP congestion
window to the BDP of the connection, tracked with physical
and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer information in the
mobile terminal, for downlink and uplink TCP connections,
respectively. The paper [159] proposes a proxy-based mecha-
nism at the base station that intercepts ACKs and changes the
advertised window value to force the unmodified TCP sender
to track the BDP of the end-to-end connection with a mmWave
link.
The SDN paradigm has also opened new possibilities for
cross-layer approaches, giving the transport layer the possibil-
ity to reserve resources for low-latency applications [160] by
communicating directly with the network controller.
Another possible cross-layer approach is to consider the
needs of the application: several TCP versions that consider
rate distortion and content type in multimedia streaming have
been proposed [161]–[163].
In [164], the authors revisited a cross-layer approach for
3G and 4G cellular networks applying it to QUIC’s congestion
control, with modifications both at the sender (which alternates
between a rate-limited approach, when a valid rate estimation
is available from the lower layers, and a congestion-window-
limited state) and at the receiver (which feeds back the rate
estimation to the sender).
G. Datacenter networks and the Incast issue
As we described in Sec. II-B, data centers are a very peculiar
networking environment, which requires several adjustments
on the transport layer to avoid issues like the Incast problem.
Over the past few years, there have been several attempts to
mitigate these issues. DCTCP [45] is a congestion control
algorithm based on ECN, which reduces the congestion win-
dow based on the amount of experienced congestion, leaving
enough buffer space to avoid the Incast issue.
Another option is to abandon standard congestion control
altogether and use explicit rate control, as in the Deadline-
Driven Delivery (D3) scheme [165], which can solve the
problem if full network support is available. This can be imple-
mented by using SDN and NFV solutions [166], but scalability
remains an issue, and D3 is vulnerable to bursts. Deadline-
aware Data center TCP (D2TCP) [167] is a distributed scheme
that considers application-level deadlines for data blocks like
D3, while avoiding its need for full network support and
vulnerability to bursty traffic. It is similar to DCTCP, but it has
full awareness of the deadlines when performing congestion
avoidance.
The pFabric scheme [168] is another network support tech-
nique based on early dropping: switches implement priority
dropping with very short buffers, enforcing flow scheduling
even if the flows are aggressive and do not back off until the
loss rate is consistently high. In this kind of scenario, flows
need to be aggressive, or the early dropping mechanism would
reduce their throughput far below the achievable limit. The
pHost [169] protocol aims at replicating pFabric’s performance
without any network support, using a token-based scheme at
the receivers to assign priorities to senders. Receivers prioritize
the flow with fewest remaining bytes when assigning tokens,
achieving near optimal performance. ExpressPass [170] is
another technique that uses receiver-side credit packets to
control sender-side rate; credit packets can be lost without
consequence, and the loss rate is used to gauge the connection
capacity. Homa [171] is a new connectionless protocol inspired
by pHost and ExpressPass, which can significantly reduce
latency with no network support. It aggressively uses priority
queues on switches, using receiver-driven flow control to
assign the priorities and explicitly limiting the Incast issue
by counting outstanding requests and marking new packets
to reduce their priority if they are over a certain length. Its
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connectionless nature limits HoL blocking and avoids explicit
acknowledgments, further contributing to the protocol’s effi-
ciency.
Prioritization, Arbitration, and Self-adjusting Endpoints
(PASE) [172] is a strategy that synthesizes the approaches
of DCTCP, D3, and pFabric. It uses all three mechanisms at
different scales: explicit rate control is performed at coarse
time-scales and with low precision, since the endpoints them-
selves can find an efficient allocation by probing according to
their assigned priority. Finally, pFabric-like prioritization and
dropping are performed at very short timescales. This hybrid
approach can outperform each adaptation by itself.
For a more complete discussion of data center networks
and their transport layer issues, we refer the reader to [33],
[173]–[175].
H. Open Challenges and Research Directions
Congestion control is a critical component in the operation
of most transport protocols. TCP, SCTP, and QUIC imple-
ment it natively, and DCCP represents an evolution in the
design of unreliable transport protocols that also accounts
for congestion. The research in congestion control has seen
a fast evolution in several directions: while traditional loss-
, delay-, and capacity-based approaches have all been used
as stepping stones towards more efficient protocols, entirely
new machine learning-based and cross-layer protocols are
beginning to attract significant interest.
The main trend in this area is related to overcoming a one-
size-fits-all approach to congestion control (e.g., the widely
adopted NewReno and CUBIC) towards algorithms that target
a particular use case. For example, several delay-based proto-
cols target low queuing delay (e.g., TCP Copa, LoLa), which
translates into low end-to-end latency. However, updates in
the TCP congestion control mechanism require modifications
in the kernel, and thus an Operating System update, which
is a cumbersome operation. The development of user-space
protocols, such as QUIC, allows researchers to experiment
more, and network support through SDN and slicing makes
it easier to develop mechanisms that are not as aggressive as
CUBIC, since they can be isolated in separate buffers and thus
do not need to compete with it.
V. MULTIPATH TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS
Nowadays, most devices can use multiple communication
technologies at the same time: for example, modern smart-
phones can connect to both Wi-Fi and LTE. For this reason,
multipath communications have become the subject of con-
siderable interest over the past few years. At the transport
layer, multipath-capable protocols need to be designed to
successfully exploit the advantages of multipath diversity, but
this is not always simple.
A. MPTCP
MPTCP is a fully backward-compatible extension of TCP,
published as an experimental standard in 2011 [25], [26], [176]
and now widely deployed [177]. It allows applications to use
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Figure 12: Protocol stack with MPTCP.
multiple connections at the same time without any changes to
the socket API. Using multiple connections can improve the
total capacity, provide redundancy against link failures, and re-
duce the load on congested paths. In order to ensure backward
compatibility and transparency to applications [25], MPTCP
needs to be implemented within the operating system’s kernel.
Fig. 12 shows the basic architecture of an MPTCP host:
the connection is composed of two separate TCP flows on
different paths [178], each with its own congestion control and
ACKing mechanism. Using single-path TCP flows is necessary
because many middleboxes inspect TCP traffic and discard
packets with behaviors inconsistent with the normal operation
of the protocol (e.g., missing ACKs, out-of-order or with-
gaps sequence numbers, or badly formed options) for security
reasons.
An MPTCP session starts with a single TCP sub-flow;
MPTCP-capable hosts can recognize each other by setting the
MP_CAPABLE option in the first packets of the connection
handshake. The two hosts then exchange cryptographic keys to
add new sub-flows securely; these can be established by setting
the MP_JOIN option and using a hash of the connection’s keys
during the standard TCP handshake. MPTCP supports also the
addition and removal of addresses on a host, both implicitly
and explicitly.
MPTCP assigns packets two sequence numbers: the stan-
dard sequence number for each sub-flow and a connection-
level Data Sequence Number (DSN). Since congestion control
and retransmission need to happen at the sub-flow level, as
each sub-flow is a full-fledged TCP connection in its own right,
the flow-level sequence numbers need to be consecutive and
data on each sub-flow is delivered in-order; the connection-
level DSN is needed to join the two split data streams and
reconstruct the original data [179]. Retransmissions of the
same data over multiple sub-flows are also possible, since the
connection-level DSN can identify the packet at the connection
level and mitigate HoL if a sub-flow is blocked. However,
data transmitted on a sub-flow must also be retransmitted and
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delivered on it, even if received correctly on another, since
doing otherwise would break the TCP-compliance of the sub-
flow.
As with sequence numbers, there are two types of ACKs:
regular acknowledgments on each sub-flow, and connection-
level ACKs, which act as a cumulative acknowledgment for
the whole data flow.
The support of multiple IP addresses for the same MPTCP
connection may result in security vulnerabilities [180], but
the design of the protocol minimizes this risk, especially if
we compare it to single-path TCP, which is vulnerable for
example to the man-in-the-middle attack as well. Multiple
IP support can also be a problem for applications, since the
application cannot implicitly rely on the one-to-one mapping
between host and address and has to adapt its code to deal
with multiple IP addresses [179], [181].
MPTCP’s main rationale is that using multiple flows will
reduce delay and increase throughput and reliability; the proto-
col is now implemented in most major operating systems and
used in data centers and wireless networks [182]. However,
several issues need to be taken into consideration, and the
multipath scheduler and congestion control mechanism need
to be carefully tuned, particularly in wireless networks [67],
[183].
The HoL problem we described in Sec. II-C is particularly
severe in MPTCP: since each sub-flow forwards data to the
multipath level only in-order, a loss on one sub-flow can block
the whole connection until the packet is retransmitted on that
same sub-flow. If the loss happens on the sub-flow with the
longest RTT, this can take a long time, particularly in networks
affected by bufferbloat. HoL can even reduce the throughput
of other sub-flows, since the receiver-side buffer is limited
and once it is filled other flows will have to wait for the
head of line packet without transmitting anything [184]. In
some cases, MPTCP is clearly outperformed by a single-path
TCP flow on the best path [67]; it has even been proposed to
completely disable it and automatically fall back to single-path
transmission in lossy scenarios [185].
1) Congestion control: The first versions of MPTCP used
uncoupled congestion control: each path had an independent
congestion window, updated with one of the single-path mech-
anisms we described in Sec. IV. However, measurements show
that uncoupled MPTCP can be unfair to single-path TCP
users sharing one of the paths [186], and can often lead to
increased resource usage without a corresponding performance
benefit [189].
In general, a congestion control algorithm for multipath
flows should [26]:
1) Obtain at least the same throughput as a single path
connection on the best sub-path;
2) Not take up more capacity than what a single path on the
best sub-path would;
3) Avoid to push traffic on the most congested sub-paths.
Fig. 13 shows two different scenarios which lead to unfair-
ness when MPTCP applies uncoupled congestion control [32]:
in the first one, the two paths of the MPTCP share a bottleneck.
In this case, goal 2 is violated, since MPTCP behaves like
two separate TCP flows, taking up two thirds of capacity and
squeezing out the competing single-path flow. In the second
scenario, one of the two paths shares its bottleneck with a
standard TCP flow. In this case, MPTCP violates goals 2 and
3: since it has a non-congested path, MPTCP should steer most
of its traffic towards the free path, avoiding the congested one
(goal 3) and taking up a total capacity of R (which would
respect goal 2).
In order to achieve fairness with single-path flows, a
semicoupled algorithm achieving good performance while
being fair to single-path flows, called Linked Increases Algo-
rithm (LIA), was proposed [188] and subsequently standard-
ized [26]; the fully coupled version [187] was considered too
conservative, as it did not use the most congested path at all
and could not then discover any changes in the traffic on that
path.
The LIA congestion mechanism maintains the uncoupled
single-path slow start, fast recovery and fast retransmit mech-
anisms of single-path TCP, but increases the congestion win-
dow after each ACK received on sub-flow i by
min
(
α× bytesacked ×MSSi
CWNDtotal
,
bytesacked ×MSSi
CWNDi
)
, (3)
where the second argument in the minimum is the increase
that an uncoupled TCP flow would have, while the first one is
a coupled value that takes the overall congestion window into
account. The parameter α describes the aggressiveness of the
algorithm. Theoretically, we get
α = CWNDtotal
maxi(CWNDi/RTT
2
i )∑
i(CWNDi/RTTi)
2
, (4)
which corresponds to the congestion window increase that
satisfies goal 1: by setting that value of α, the MPTCP flow can
theoretically obtain the same throughput as a single-path flow
on the best path. The complexity of calculating the congestion
window or α for each ACK scales linearly with the number
of flows.
The Opportunistic Linked Increases Algorithm
(OLIA) [189] is a modification to the LIA algorithm
that achieves optimal resource pooling and avoids LIA’s
fairness issues. Balanced Link Adaptation (BALIA) [190] is
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Table III: Summary of the main presented congestion control schemes for multipath, divided by protocol
Protocol Algorithm Mechanism Type Pros Cons
MPTCP CUBIC [186] Independent CUBIC Uncoupled Direct adaptation of TCP Unfair to TCP, HoL
Coupled [187] Joint CUBIC CWND Fully coupled Fair to TCP Does not use most congested path
LIA [26], [188] Weighted CWND increase Semi-coupled Fair to TCP, uses all paths HoL, unfairness to other LIA flows
OLIA [189] Resource pooling Semi-coupled Pareto optimal HoL, unstable behavior
BALIA [190] Mix of LIA and OLIA Semi-coupled Mix of OLIA and LIA’s pros HoL, wireless networks
BELIA [191] Capacity-based Semi-coupled Good in wireless networks HoL, unfairness
DRL-CC [192] Reinforcement learning Fully coupled High fairness Untested in wireless networks
SCTP CMT [193] SACK-based CWND growth Semi-coupled No HoL Retransmissions, wireless networks
MPTCP-like [194] Adaptation of LIA Semi-coupled No HoL, fair to TCP Retransmissions, unfairness
MP-DCCP FSCC [195] Adaptation of CCID 2 Semi-coupled Free paths help congested ones Untested, high reordering
LEAP CKF [30] Capacity-based Kalman filtering Uncoupled No HoL, good in wireless networks Vegas-like conservativeness
another proposal, now widely adopted, that tries to balance
TCP-friendliness and throughput stability, striking a balance
between LIA’s and OLIA’s strengths and weaknesses.
There are also proposals for delay-based multipath conges-
tion control, either by using delay-based algorithms on each
sub-flow or by using specifically designed solutions [206].
The same goes for capacity-based [191], [207] and cross-layer
schemes [208], but all these proposals are untested and still
under development.
However, these algorithms have been shown to be ineffi-
cient in wireless networks [209], [210]: the HoL problem is
exacerbated by the volatility of wireless links, and errors and
retransmissions negatively affect both the average throughput
and its stability, resulting in an oscillatory behavior [211]. A
promising approach to multipath congestion control is to use
reinforcement learning tools: Deep Reinforcement Learning
Congestion Control (DRL-CC) [192], an application of the
actor-critic method which jointly sets the congestion window
for all active flows and all paths, achieves high fairness in
a wired network scenario with multiple active flows. The
performance of these types of algorithms in more volatile
wireless environments is still untested.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) has been proposed as a
solution for the HoL problem: by adding some redundancy
packets to the flow, errors can be recovered by the receiver
by decoding them and avoiding blocking other sub-flows
unnecessarily. However, each sub-flow still needs to retransmit
lost packets and deliver everything in order, even if the
data has already been received on other flows. MPTCP with
Systematic Coding (SC-MPTCP) is a hybrid solution [212]
that uses FEC to reconstruct missing packets, and other recent
solutions [184], [213]–[216] use different coding schemes to
achieve the same objective. These schemes can mitigate the
HoL problem, especially when the receiver buffer size is
limited, but they often require specifically designed schedulers
and do not fix other congestion control issues in multipath,
such as throughput volatility [217]. Another workaround for
the HoL problem is to retransmit lost packets on a faster
path while avoiding transmitting new packets on the congested
path [218].
The main multipath congestion control algorithms we pre-
sented are summarized in Table III; for a more thorough survey
of the research on multipath congestion control and MPTCP,
we refer the reader to [32].
2) Scheduling: Congestion control is not the only factor
affecting performance, as scheduling is also extremely impor-
tant in MPTCP: sending data on the wrong path can exacerbate
the HoL problem, increase latency and lower throughput.
The scheduler in the Linux kernel currently follows the
Lowest-RTT-First (LowRTT) policy, so the first packet in
the send buffer will always be sent through the lowest RTT
available path, but this simple heuristic is not always efficient.
As Hwang et al. point out in [219], waiting until the fastest
path becomes free could be more efficient than immediately
sending a packet on the slowest one if the difference between
their RTTs is large enough. Even simple heuristics based on
delay, transmission rate, and loss rate often perform better than
the Lowest-RTT scheduler [196], [197].
In [198], the authors use a weighted round robin sched-
uler in combination with load balancing to overcome this
difficulty; loss-aware scheduling is also a possibility [220].
Earliest Completion First (ECF) [199] is another scheduler
that considers completion time as its main objective; it tries to
reduce underutilization of flows by avoiding long idle periods,
as they would cause CWND resets and consequent inefficiency
in the capacity utilization. Decoupled Multipath Scheduler
(DEMS) [200] uses the two paths to transmit the data out-
of-order: the data is sent from the first packet of a chunk on
the first path, and from the last packet backwards, until the
two flows meet and the chunk is fully downloaded.
In general, the optimal scheduling might not always send
packets in-order, as sending future packets so that they arrive
at the same time as the first (which is then sent later on a
much faster flow) can be advantageous. The Slide Together
Multipath Scheduler (STMS) [201] and Delay Aware Packet
Scheduling (DAPS) [202] schedulers explicitly model this
aspect, interleaving packets so that successive packets sent
over different paths arrive at the same time. The FEC-based
congestion control scheme in [215] also uses a similar strategy
with good results.
The Blocking Estimation (BLEST) scheduler [203] is the
first one in the literature to explicitly consider HoL; it tries to
estimate which sub-flows are likely to cause it and dynamically
adapts the scheduling to prevent it. Cross-layer scheduling is
also a possibility; in [204], the authors schedule application-
level objects on different paths to minimize webpage-loading
times. The Q-aware scheduler [205] uses information from
the network in a cross-layer fashion, directly considering
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Table IV: Summary of the main presented scheduling algorithms
Protocol Algorithm Mechanism Pros Cons
MPTCP LowRTT [196] Lowest RTT first Simple, widely deployed Often inefficient
Loss-aware [197] Lowest RTT, weighted by loss rate Works in wireless networks Bad with asymmetric paths
Weighted round robin [198] Round robin, weighted by path performance Optimal load balancing Unknown fairness
ECF [199] Lowest completion time Avoids idle flows Can be hurt by HoL
DEMS [200] Forward on one path, backwards on the other Object level delay Requires data in blocks
STMS [201], DAPS [202] Delay modeling Packets arrive in the correct order RTT error sensitivity
BLEST [203] Explicit HoL minimization Limits the HoL issue RTT error sensitivity
Application-aware [204] Layer 7 delay minimization Improved QoE Requires application-level objects
Q-aware [205] Direct estimation of buffer occupancy Limits the HoL issue Requires network assistance
MPQUIC Stream-aware [29] Scheduling by stream Improved webpage download times Limited applicability outside HTTP/3
MP-DCCP AOPS [195] Delivery time and reliability modeling Limits reordering RTT error sensitivity
LEAP DKF [30] Deadline-based Kalman filter Reliable latency with FEC FEC
buffer occupancy. An experimental evaluation of several of
the scheduling algorithms above is presented in [221].
We summarize the main features, advantages and drawbacks
of most of the scheduling algorithms described above in
Table IV.
3) Multipath TCP in data center networks: One of the
original proposed use cases for MPTCP was the data center
scenario [222]: since data centers often have complex topolo-
gies with multiple available paths between hosts, MPTCP is
a natural solution. Large-scale simulations show that using
MPTCP can improve load balancing, leading to fewer under-
utilized links and higher overall throughput, particularly in
optical networks [223]. However, it is not immune to the Incast
issue described in Sec. II-B [224]: whenever a client requests
data from multiple servers at once, throughput collapses, even
if MPTCP can actively relieve congested links. While the
subflows from an MPTCP connection are not more aggressive
than a single-path TCP flow, multiple MPTCP connections
are not aware of each other. The solution proposed in [224]
is to consider the number of existing flows when updating
the congestion window of each subflow, combining an equally
weighted coupling between flows to the subflow-level coupling
described in Sec. V-A1.
The possibility of quickly retransmitting lost packets on less
congested flows is another enhancement that has been pro-
posed for the data center scenario [225]: this kind of technique
is not needed for long-lived flows, but it can compensate for
MPTCP’s inability to steer short flows towards less congested
paths and alleviate the Incast issue for this kind of frequent,
short-lived traffic.
The benefits of MPTCP in data center networks can be
increased when combined with SDN: network support can
improve routing [226], leading to fewer congestion events.
The performance benefit is even larger when MPTCP senders
themselves are aware of the network situation and can dynam-
ically add and remove subflows to avoid congestion [227].
B. Multipath in other protocols
The first alternative to TCP to have a multipath capability
was SCTP [193]: the CMT extension increases throughput, but
it has TCP friendliness issues. Several CMT-SCTP congestion
control algorithms have been proposed [228], both using re-
source pooling concepts and following in MPTCP’s footsteps;
a full Markov model of congestion control is presented in [27].
An experimental comparison between MPTCP and CMT-
SCTP was performed in [194]; the results showed that MPTCP
has a slight performance advantage, but both protocols have
issues with high-delay paths. For a more thorough analysis of
CMT-SCTP congestion control algorithms, we refer the reader
to the multipath congestion control survey we mentioned
above [32], which examines it in detail.
More recent proposals add multipath capabilities to the
QUIC protocol, paralleling the development of MPTCP: since
QUIC is implemented in the user-space and not in the kernel,
it is much easier to extend. Proposals for Multipath QUIC
(MPQUIC) were recently advanced in [28], [229] and [29].
Both works develop similar aspects of the protocol, prin-
cipally taking advantage of QUIC’s features, like the 0-RTT
connection establishment or its transparency to middleboxes.
The great advantage of QUIC over TCP in the multipath
domain is that it does not require in-order delivery on each
sub-flow, sidestepping the HoL problem. For this reason, the
design parameters and constraints for multipath congestion
control in QUIC are not equivalent to those of MPTCP, and
future work comparing them should take this into account.
At the moment, research on MPQUIC is still very limited, as
the multipath extension was only proposed in 2017. A first
example of QUIC-specific work in multipath is given by [29],
which proposes a stream-aware scheduler.
Finally, MP-DCCP is a recent draft [230] that extends
DCCP to provide multipath capabilities. The peculiarities of
DCCP are also present in its multipath version: data transfer
is unreliable and out of order. Contrary to MPTCP, the
communication establishment does not rely on a set initial
path: as long as at least one functional path is available, the
MP-DCCP connection can be established. The standard is
still unfinished, and parts of the signaling and receiver-side
reassembly procedures are yet to be defined.
Reordering is a major problem in MP-DCCP: even though
single-path DCCP is also unreliable and does not guarantee in-
order delivery, reordering is rare on single-path connections. In
a multipath scenarios, reorderings can be much more common,
and the use of a scheduler that prevents them as much as
possible is recommended to prevent an excessive degradation
of the application performance.
A possible multipath congestion control scheme is Flow
Sharing Congestion Control (FSCC) [195], based on CCID
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Figure 14: Performance of well-known multipath protocols in
the throughput/reliability plane in a multipath scenario [Wi-
Fi+LTE]. Reprinted, with permission, from [30].
2. It adds a “helping state” to each flow’s congestion control
state, which is triggered when another path is congested. After
the congested path’s CWND is reduced, the helping path’s is
increased accordingly to increase the overall throughput stabil-
ity. The authors of FSCC also propose a predictive scheduler
called Adaptive Order Prediction Scheduling (AOPS) as a way
to deal with the reordering issue: the scheme considers the
predicted delivery time of packets, as well as the reliability
of each path, to optimize the schedule for in-order delivery.
Reliability can also be adapted to the type of data being sent,
protecting more important data so that it is delivered on the
most reliable path, even if this increases the latency.
There are also some natively multipath protocols:
LEAP [30] is a protocol developed specifically to exploit
the multipath scenario in order to guarantee low latency
to applications. It uses a capacity-based congestion control
mechanism on each sub-flow, and adaptively sends FEC to
compensate for capacity estimation errors, exploiting path
diversity to guarantee that packets will reach the receiver with
a strictly bounded latency. Since it runs in user-space over
UDP, it does not require retransmission on each sub-flow: lost
or late packets that are recovered using the FEC protection on
the other paths do not need to be retransmitted at all.
Fig. 14 shows the relative performance of several congestion
control mechanisms in a wireless scenario with two paths,
one over LTE and one over an office Wi-Fi: while MPTCP
BALIA performs far better than the uncoupled CUBIC because
it handles the HoL problem far better, it does not provide any
latency guarantees. Less aggressive protocols such as Verus,
Vegas, and Sprout do better in terms of latency, but they still
do not manage to go below a lateness rate of 10%. LEAP
can control the trade-off between the strictness of the latency
constraint and the throughput by dynamically adjusting the
coding rate, and it is the only protocol that manages to violate
the latency requirement less than 1% of the time.
C. Open Challenges and Research Directions
As discussed in Sec. III and in the previous paragraphs,
the exploitation of multiple paths at the transport layer is a
promising research trend, made possible by the advanced capa-
bilities of recent communication devices, such as smartphones
capable of connecting to the network over multiple wireless
technologies (usually cellular and Wi-Fi). The field is still in
its infancy, and there are unsolved issues such as fairness
and HoL blocking: some of these issues are caused by the
backward compatibility requirement and can be mitigated by
using flexible protocols such as MPQUIC, but other problems
are more fundamental.
The close coupling of scheduling and congestion control,
which have significant interactions with hard-to-model effects,
is one of the biggest issues for multipath protocols, and it
affects all protocols: all the issues described in Sec. II are
exacerbated by the additional layer of adaptation. Designing
an efficient integrated multipath scheduling and congestion
control scheme is very challenging, and will probably require
the use of FEC and extensive cross-layer support. Finally, the
use of multipath protocols in wireless and data center networks
requires specific adaptations, and there are several research
challenges that still have to be solved.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
TCP has been the de facto standard transport protocol
for years, but, despite its wide adoption, it presents sub-
optimal performance in a number of use cases and scenarios.
Moreover, new emerging technologies (e.g., mmWave commu-
nications) and requirements (e.g., those for ultra-low latency
VR streaming) are overtaking the performance that TCP can
achieve. Therefore, the research related to the transport layer
has seen a renewed interest in the last few years. In this
paper, we reviewed the main results related to these efforts.
In particular, we analyzed three main research areas: trans-
port protocols in general, congestion control, and multipath
transport.
First, we discussed the main features of three proposed
protocols, namely QUIC, SCTP and DCCP, which represent
significant evolutions or alternatives to the widely used TCP.
These protocols have several improvements related to the ac-
knowledgment mechanism, the connection establishment, the
management of the connection life cycle, and the embedding
of the cryptographic stack in the protocol itself. SCTP and
DCCP have been standardized by the IETF, but have not
reached a wide adoption in the Internet. QUIC, instead, has
not been fully standardized yet, but is implemented in the
user space, thus can be deployed without the need to upgrade
the operating system. Besides, some early results show its
promising performance, at the cost of a higher computational
load with respect to kernel-based solutions. QUIC can be seen
as a possible enabler of a flexible deployment of congestion
control to target different scenarios and use cases.
Then, we reviewed a selection of recently proposed con-
gestion control algorithms for TCP and, in general, for
congestion-aware transport protocols. We analyzed different
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approaches, from evolutions of traditional loss-based mecha-
nisms to new delay-based or hybrid proposals and machine
learning strategies.
Finally, another promising trend is represented by the usage
of multiple paths at the transport layer, to provide macro
diversity and, possibly, increase the throughput and reliability.
A first solution is MPTCP, an extension of TCP that dis-
patches packets over multiple subflows when multiple network
interfaces are available. However, while maintaining TCP
compatibility with respect to middleboxes by design, it suffers
from HoL issues (depending on the scheduler implementation)
and fairness with respect to single path TCP. Multi-path
extensions of other protocols (e.g., SCTP, QUIC, and DCCP)
have also been proposed but are still open research areas.
The research related to several of the topics presented in
this survey is still ongoing, and, given the fast update rate of
communication technologies, the interest in innovation at the
transport layer will hardly fade away. A promising research
direction is related to the coupling of network slicing and
TCP fairness: slices can be instantiated by network operators
to protect delay-based flows against less fair algorithms. Sim-
ilarly, adaptive congestion control algorithms are still being
studied, with the aim of targeting the optimal operating point
that minimizes the latency while maximizing the data rate.
Finally, in the multipath domain, standardization efforts are
still ongoing, and new efficient and fair multi-link scheduling
and congestion control algorithms will need to be identified.
ACRONYMS
AIMD Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease.
AOPS Adaptive Order Prediction Scheduling.
API Application Programming Interface.
AQM Active Queue Management.
AR Augmented Reality.
BALIA Balanced Link Adaptation.
BBR Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation time.
BDP Bandwidth-Delay Product.
BIC Binary Increase Control.
BLEST Blocking Estimation.
CCID Congestion Control ID.
CMT Concurrent Multipath Transport.
CoDel Controlled Delay Management.
D2TCP Deadline-aware Data center TCP.
D3 Deadline-Driven Delivery.
DAPS Delay Aware Packet Scheduling.
DCCP Datagram Congestion Control Protocol.
DCTCP Data Center TCP.
DEMS Decoupled Multipath Scheduler.
DRL-CC Deep Reinforcement Learning Congestion Control.
DSN Data Sequence Number.
ECF Earliest Completion First.
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification.
EWMA Exponentially Weighted Moving Average.
FEC Forward Error Correction.
FSCC Flow Sharing Congestion Control.
HMM Hidden Markov Model.
HoL Head of Line.
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol.
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force.
IP Internet Protocol.
LEAP Latency-controlled End-to-End Aggregation Protocol.
LEDBAT Low Extra Delay Background Transport.
LFN Long Fat Network.
LIA Linked Increases Algorithm.
LoLa Low Latency.
LOS Line of Sight.
MAC Medium Access Control.
MANET Mobile Ad Hoc Network.
MP-DCCP Multipath Datagram Congestion Control Protocol.
MPQUIC Multipath QUIC.
MPTCP Multipath TCP.
NFV Network Function Virtualization.
NLOS Non Line of Sight.
OLIA Opportunistic Linked Increases Algorithm.
PASE Prioritization, Arbitration, and Self-adjusting Endpoints.
PCC Performance-oriented Congestion Control.
QoE Quality of Experience.
QoS Quality of Service.
QUIC Quick UDP Internet Connections.
RED Random Early Dropping.
RTO Retransmission Timeout.
RTT Round Trip Time.
SACK Selective ACK.
SC-MPTCP MPTCP with Systematic Coding.
SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol.
SDN Software-Defined Networking.
SIP Session Initiation Protocol.
STMS Slide Together Multipath Scheduler.
TAO Tractable Attempt at Optimal.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol.
TFRC TCP-Friendly Rate Control.
TLS Transport Layer Security.
UDP User Datagram Protocol.
VR Virtual Reality.
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